REDDIT IS A DNC FRONT
- Why was Daly City CEO taken out? Why was Aaron Swartz taken out?
- Huge numbers of users call "Censorship" on Reddit, many leave to Voat and
other competing outlets.
- Charged as being a PR front for Elon Musk and Silicon Valley Campaign
billionaires
- All negative stories about Musk, Silicon Valley VC's and DNC down-ranked or
removed...just like at Google. GOP calls Reddit: "The Lois Lerner of websites".
- Mainstream media calls Reddit homeland of "Perverts" - Washington Post
- "The Riot at Reddit": What is going on behind the curtain?
Tags: Reddit, ellen pao, google, reddit censorship, reddit users leaving, elon
musk, lois lerner, reddit political manipulation, reddit censors

Is Reddit censoring
Wednesday, May 15, 2013 5:35 PM UTC Is Reddit censoring openly racist
users? Administrators appear to have targeted one of the site's most
controversial subgroups
salon.com/2013/05/15/is_reddit_censoring_openly_rac...
More results

Reddit Co-Founder Killed Himself Due to
Government Censorship or was he killed because
he knew Reddit was being used as a political
manipulation device...
Stop Censorship. Reddit co-founder and free speech activist Aaron Scwartz
killed himself due to government censorship and harassment. (He was probably
clinically depressed and apparently committed suicide; no one is alleging that
he was murdered.)
washingtonsblog.com/2013/01/reddit-co-founder-killed-himself-...
More results

RT.com partially banned by Reddit — RT

RT.com has been banned on Reddit's /r/news section, with moderators
accusing it of spamming. Puzzled with absurd allegations, RT views the
sanctions as an act of censorship with many redditors expressing the same
concern.
rt.com/news/rt-reddit-ban-censorship-169/
More results

Censorship on Reddit
Dear redditors, I have spent almost two wonderful years reading, submitting,
and commenting on reddit. But yesterday, I realized that the founders of
reddit, whom I always considered to be wonderful people, were just
businessmen, and for them, reddit was just a business.
censorship-on-reddit.blogspot.com
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Reddit has banned climate change deniers, and
ripped its own ...
Reddit, the massively popular links-sharing website where users post stories,
pictures or info that they find interesting, prides itself on being open
blogs.telegraph.co.uk/news/brendanoneill2/100250918/reddit-has-...
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Reddit mods accused of censoring Snowden,
Wikileaks and
NEWS WEBSITE Reddit has downgraded the /r/ technology stream following
reports of censorship. A statement from Reddit administrators said that some
users have been overzealous, and have exerted too much control over the
thread and its content and broken it as a news source.
theinquirer.net/inquirer/news/2340857/reddit-mods-accused...
More results

Reddit Punishes /r/technology for Censoring
Keywords Your browser indicates if you've visited
this link

B itcoin and Dogecoin were among the list of at least 20 words banned by the
popular /r/technology subreddit. The scandal shook the Reddit sphere last
week.
cryptocoinsnews.com/reddit-punishes-rtechnology-censoring-key...
More results

Reddit mods are censoring dozens of words from
r/technology posts
Say what you want about Reddit's r/technology, one of its most popular
forums. Just don't say "NSA," "net neutrality," "Comcast," "Bitcoin," or any of
the roughly 50 other words that will secretly get your post deleted.
dailydot.com/news/reddit-technology-banned-words/
More results

Is Reddit censoring climate change deniers? Index on
Is Reddit censoring climate change deniers? By Alastair Sloan / 3 January,
2014. San Fransisco based Reddit.com made headlines when it allegedly
banned climate change deniers from posting on the site.
indexoncensorship.org/2014/01/reddit-censoring-climate-change-d...
More results

Reddit Gaming Mods Censoring Gamers/Websites
From Discussing
Welp, I guess support from Reddit's core gaming communities is coming to an
end. We're in a real good mess now. The /r/Games and /r/gaming threads are
attempting to shadow-ban anyone who appears to want to dive neck-deep into
the whole #GamerGate fallout that spawned from tawdry and filthy ...
blogjob.com/oneangrygamer/2014/08/reddit-gaming-mods-...
More results

Reddit Is Censoring 'Climate
Al Gore is pleased that Reddit is censoring 'climate deniers ... Which is just
fine with Allen, who expresses hope that newspapers will follow in Reddit's
footsteps and keep those pesky "climate deniers" out of their pages.

twitchy.com/2013/12/17/screw-free-speech-al-gore-is-p...
More results

Prison Planet.com » Reddit Busted Censoring
Alternative Media
Related posts: Has Reddit Banned Almost All Alternative Media? Reddit
Passionately Wants to Discuss Censorship … But Moderators Keep Censoring
Such a Discussion
prisonplanet.com/reddit-busted-censoring-alternative-media...
More results

Is Reddit Censoring Glenn Greenwald? (Video)
Fernando Alfonso III joins Alyona to discuss if Reddit is actually censoring
Glenn Greenwald.
jobs.aol.com/videos/advice/is-reddit-censoring-glenn-g...
More results

Did Reddit Discover Silent Censorship On Google
Plus? - Forbes
Is Google censoring the use of dirty words in its new Facebook competitor,
Google+? That's what many of the commenters on the tech-savvy internet
community Reddit think, and some testing by people in my own Google+
circles tends to bear that conjecture out. Sometimes, ...
forbes.com/sites/matthewherper/2011/07/13/did-reddit...
More results

Reddit penalizes technology subreddit for
censoring headlines
I don't visit Reddit every day, but when I do, I check out /r/technology. Over the
weekend, I wondered why "technology" was no longer listed across the top of
Reddit. For a moment I wondered, "Did Digg's former bury brigade migrate
over to Reddit's technology section?" Each social network has its
networkworld.com/article/2226773/microsoft-subnet/reddit-p...
More results

The 'Reddit exodus' is a perfect illustration of the
Reddit, the long-time haven of weirdos, perverts and miscreants the Internet
over, has been, from its beginning, the mainstream bulwark for free speech
online. But in a strange twist that perfectly illustrates the current culture-wide
debate around online speech, a group of disgruntled users have
washingtonpost.com/news/the-intersect/wp/2015/02/18/the-redd...
More results

C ensoring again . Are REDDIT MODS really a team
of PR guys at In-Q-Tel?- Album on Imgur
Imgur is censoring again. by jetervegas · 4 weeks ago. Not sure how long this
will last. Imgur police have censored these before. Two OC and one Repost of
mine. I have no time ... Reddit; Pinterest; Google + More... ----?- ...
imgur.com/gallery/90eq8
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Reddit /r/technology in NSA, Bitcoin and Snowden
censoring
THE social news website Reddit is in damage control after it was discovered
that the site's moderators have been censoring any posts that include popular
terms such as "NSA," "Snowden" and "Bitcoin".
news.com.au/technology/online/reddit-rtechnology-in-n...
More results

Screw free speech! Al Gore is pleased that Reddit
is
Screw free speech! Al Gore is pleased that Reddit is censoring 'climate
deniers.' Only at Reddit is the science settled and the truth lost.
ihatethemedia.com/screw-free-speech-al-gore-is-pleased-that...
More results
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Reddit is censoring the recent wikileaks leak about
Alexis Ohanian consulting

seems they censor this website more and more each day. The leak was about
Stratfor consulting with Alexis to 'bring in social media dollars' and Stratfor
wanted to 'capitalize on a relationship with Reddit...
reddit.com/r/conspiracy/comments/1l4aiq/reddit_is_ce...
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Reddit Busted Censoring Alternative Media
Washington's
Digg was caught censoring stories which were controversial or too critical of
the government. (1) Reddit censors. and. (2) Redditors are furious about it.
washingtonsblog.com/2013/08/redditors-furious-that-reddit-cen...
More results

More on the Euphoric Reddit Mods Caught
Censoring the Truth
Reddit pls go: How a few Reddit moderators are attracting the ire of the media
—and standing in between you and the truthOn Wednesday, I wrote here about
the.
ultraculture.org/blog/2014/02/28/euphoric-reddit-mods-caug...
More results

Why Reddit moderators are "censoring" Glenn
Greenwald's latest bombshell...
"Another interesting thing uncovered during this saga, is that r/news also
censors domains in a similar way to r/politics. It's pretty sad how heavily
censored the front page of reddit appears to be."
salon.com/2014/02/28/why_reddit_moderators_are_cens...
More results

Tumblr, Firefox and Reddit Censor Websites to
Protest SOPA
Mozilla and Reddit are also participating in the so-called American Censorship
Day, by censoring their logos, which click through to instructions for
contacting representatives.
mashable.com/2011/11/16/sopa-tumblr-firefox-reddit/
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Reddit is censoring Snowden leaks - AusGamers
Forums - AusGamers.com
Another AusGamers forum classic thread: Reddit is censoring Snowden
leaks. Join the conversation - and the fun.
ausgamers.com/forums/general/thread.php/3416803
More results

gifsound.com/?gif=waa.ai/sPx&v=zwZISypgA9M
More results

Reddit: Psychology is a science!
Now that I know that Reddit will censor viewpoints it regards as unpopular, I
won't be coming back. Freedom of speech isn't about letting people express
popular viewpoints...
arachnoid.com/psychology/reddit_psychology.html
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Reddit Censors Big Story About Government
Manipulation and Disruption
Censorship Costs Reddit Thousands of Readers. Reddit Busted Censoring
Alternative Media. Biggest Social Media Sites Censor Alternative News.
zerohedge.com/contributed/2014-02-25/reddit-censors-big...
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Reddit Reportedly Banning High-Quality Domains Forbes
No? Then Reddit isn't censoring anyone. It is censoring sites that use bots to
get their content on Reddit's front page.
forbes.com/sites/gregvoakes/2012/06/13/reddit-report...
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Reddit mods are censoring dozens of words from
r/technology
Facebook. Email. Reddit. Twitter. Like this
bitcoinregime.com/2014/04/15/reddit-mods-are-censoring-doze...
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Social Media Caught Censoring « DarkGovernment
Digg was caught censoring stories which were controversial or too critical of
the government. As just one example, posts from this website are being
censored by Reddit.
darkgovernment.com/news/social-media-caught-censoring/

